LEAN

SIX SIGMA

Drive
Operational
Excellence

Lean Six Sigma is an overall approach that combines Six Sigma concepts and tools with the Lean Enterprise philosophy, striving to reduce variability (Six
Sigma) and eliminate waste (Lean) while assuring quality, in production and organizational processes.
The Kaizen Lab’s holistic learning approach includes innovative simulations, in partnership with MoreSteam Solutions, the official ASQ training providers,
designed to allow participants to implement their learnings in real-life operational scenarios that are integrated during our programs.
Completing our advanced programs guarantees acquisition and mastery of the Lean Six Sigma body of knowledge that is consistent with ASQ and IASSC.

CHAMPION
Executive Training

YELLOW BELT
Fundamentals

GREEN BELT
Boot Camp

GREEN BELT
Advanced

LEAD LEAN SIX
SIGMA INITIATIVES

OVERVIEW ON
LEAN SIX SIGMA

RUN IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS

PREPARE FOR ASQ /
IASSC CERTIFICATE

Understand the economic and
technical implications of Lean
Six Sigma and its benefits

Understand the Lean Six
Sigma leading idea – What
is Lean, what is Six Sigma?

Roles and responsibilities in a
Lean Six Sigma organization

Learn the impact of Lean
methods and understand
the Six Sigma problem
solving framework

Primary Lean Six Sigma tools
and success factors for
managing change
Selecting and managing projects

Participate in Lean Six
Sigma improvement
activities

DEC 2nd

NOV 24th

1 DAY | USD 699

1 DAY | USD 499

early bird: USD 559

early bird: USD 399

Run improvement projects
in your organization
Profound use of Lean tools
and Six Sigma problem
solving frameworks
Achieve measurable results
through successful
deployment of
Kaizen-workshops

NOV 24th - NOV 28th

Use advanced statistical
methods to solve
complex data driven
problems
Run an interactive case
study, simulating a real
life Six Sigma project
Prepare yourself to take
the ASQ or IASSC exam

NOV 24th - DEC 5th

4 DAYS | USD 1,990
early bird: USD 1,592

10 DAYS | USD 4,990
early bird: USD 3,992

Early bird discount of 20% on registration before October 31st.
Special offers apply for group registrations and corporations.
www.fourprinciples.com
Founded in 2010, Four Principles Management Consulting was created to bring the Japanese philosophy of Kaizen (改善), or continuous improvement to the GCC region, making
it accessible to a wider audience, and offering the opportunity in the region for traditional companies to transition into fully integrated Lean organizations, while maintaining
unique client-favorable approaches.
Today, Four Principles is widely recognized as one of the leading Lean Management consulting firms in the GCC, and a pioneer in the transfer of Lean Management disciplines
from the automotive industry into other business sectors, by successfully partnering with multiple renowned businesses and brands across the GCC, in implementing
industry-tailored Lean management solutions, resulting in reduced waste, increased resource efficiency and elevated overall performance.

